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Abstract 
T o  realize cbsed loop manufaduring. it is essentid to design produd life cydes and to plan life cyde 
processes property Life cyde sirmlation has been r e q n i z e d  as an effedive tool in this diredion. In this 
paper. we present a lfe cyde sirmlation system developed as a general tool for life cyde desgn and 
management. The system indudes fundions for modelling and mtrolling each life cyde v s s  in a 
flexible manner. The system maintains usage history of produds and parts independently taking the reuse 
of parts into acmunt. Examples of the sirmlation are shown for both a r a w  life cyde scenario and for a 
part sharing scenario over the produd generations. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The realization of environmentally benign manufaduring 
has b e m  a prime issue in the field of manufaduring 
system. The mcept  of dosed loop manufaduring or 
inverse manufaduring has been proposed as a promising 
solution [I]. The idea is to redefine the role of 
manufadurers as service providers. Wich do not s i w  
provide produds. but m e  i r p r t a n t l y  fundionallty by 
means of produds. In this sense. produds need not be 
new as kmg as they fulfil required fundion. This 
perceptm has brought us the mcept  of dosed loop 
manufaduring. in Wich artifads (produds. parts, or 
material) are circulated by m a n s  of reuse and recyding 
so as to reduoe environmental impad. while providing 
necessary service to users. 
In order to ciculate artifads in an efficient way. we need 
to design and manage their life cydes property. bemuse 
artifads mnnot be circulated unless the demand and 
supply of redaimed artifads match each other in reuse 
and recyding. In designing the life cyde. various fadors 
should be taken mto atmunt.  such as produd features, 
W e 1  change cydes. market charaderistirs. and users' 
behaviour. However. it is difficult to find design solutions 
anaIyWAly. bemuse they are interrelated in a 
mmplimted mnner.  Recently, a sirmlation based 
approach has been proposed as a promising method to 
mpa with this difficulty [2] [3] [4]. However. so mlled life 
cyde sirmlation system developed so far have been 
specific to particular research p u r p e s  and had limed 
fundions. It is necessary, therefore, to develop a life 
cyde sirmlation system, which is m e  powerful and can 
be used as a general tool for life cyde deskg and 
management. 
In this paper. the requirements for a life cyde sirmlation 
system are discussed fist. Then the architedure and 
data strumre of the developed life cyde sirmlation 
system are explained. Finally, examples of sirmlations 
are presented to d e m s t r a t e  the effediveness of the 
system. 

2 REQUIREMENTS FOR LIFE CYCLE SIMULATION 
In order to be an effedive tool for life cyde deslgn and 
management. which mn  be adapted to various life cyde 
scenarios. the life cyde sirmlation system should have a 
mpabillty of modelling both produds and processes in a 
flexible manner. The following are i r p r t a n t  
requirements for the life cyde sirmlation system. 

The system should be able to represent various 
circulation paths such as repair, produd reuse. part 
reuse and material recyding. and it should have a 
means to mtrol the material flow in these paths. 

Produds and parts should be modelled dependent ly 
and their relationships should be defned so as to 
enable various reuse mic ies .  
Usage histories of parts should be maintained 
independently of produds so as to deal Mh 
degradation of reused parts. 
Since processes such as producbon and dsassembly 
muld be operated by different bodies. each process 
should be modelled as an independent module Mh its 
own mtrol system. 
The system should be able to deal with a sufficiently 
large number of produds and parts for the statistiml 
analysis. 

DEVELOPMENT OF LIFE CYCLE SIMULATION 
SYSTEM 

3.1 System conllguratlon 
The life cyde sirmlation system has been developed in 
acmrdance wth the requirements mentioned in the 
previous sedion. The system sirmlates the circulation of 
produds and parts as s h o ~  in Figure 1 based on 
disaete sirmlation techniques. Produdion. sales, and 
usage are defined as arterial processes. Repair, 
remnditjwing for produd reusa. and disassembly and 



3.2 Data sbuchrres of products and parts 
In the m s e  of the part reuse scenario. parts may be 
reused m e  than once and assembled inb different 
produds each time. Therefore. usage time should be 
maintained for each part independently of the 
produds. However. this requires an e m s  
a m w n t  of memxy. if the statistically meaningful 
number of produds and parts are processed. 
To  w e r m  this poblem. the system maintains a 
usage history in the f m  of h is tq ram as stwwn in 
Figure 2. The histogram shows frequency distribution 
of produds or parts used for a period of i t e r n .  The 
term mn be defined arbitrary on the mndition that as 
values are integral rmltiples of sirmlation time 
interval. The histogram is maintained for the set of 
each produd type existing in each p s s .  The 
h i s t q r a m  for the parts are nested in those of the 
produds as shown in Figure 2. Namely. usage history 

Figure 1 : Life cyde processes defined in the life cyde of each twa of mrts is maintamed mesmndino  to 
simulation svstem 

Figure 2 : Data strudure of produds and parts 

remnditioning for part reusa are defined as venous 
processes. Since the current system has been developed 
mainly for the evaluation of reuse scenarios. a does not 
deal with the fbw of recyded material back to the 
produdion for the present. 
The sirmlatim system m s k t s  of 3 subsystem: a 
parameter setting subsystem, an exemtim subsystem, 
and an wtput subsystem. In the parameter setting 
subsystem. produd mfigurat ions are specified. This 
indudes such f a d a s  as periods of sales of each produd. 
produd-part relations. and part reuse poCaes. Parts may 
be reused in a produd famty within the same generation 
or a a m s  several generations. For each type of parts, a 
failure rate fundion is defined in t e r m  of a Weibull 
distributhn for sirmlating m r r e n c e s  d failures. 
Obsolescenoe rate fundions are defined for the produd 
to represent the extent of dismrd bemuse of user's 
dissatisfacbon Mh fundions of the produds. The 
obsolesoence rate fundion is also represented in t e r n  
of a Weibull distribution. In addition. the obsolescence 
rate muld be changed stepwise when a period of sales 
terminates or a new model is put on the market. 
The execution subsystem m s i s t s  of tw modules; a 
sirmldion engine -18 and a process mtrd m u l e .  
The sirmlation engine module realizes the flow of 
produds and parts through the life cyde processes. while 
the process mtrd module mtrds the flow of each 
process. Users mn implement v a r i a s  mtrd algorithm 
in the process m d  d u l e .  

each di& of h is tq ram of the produds. h e n  ;set 
of produds or parts m e  from one process to 
another. the histogram for this produd set are 

mstruded from those of the produds in the swrce 
process. and added to those of the produds in the 
destination process. 

3.3 Process conbol 
There are two types of processes in the system. The first 
type has an input and wtprt inventory as well as 
processing. such as produdion. repair, produd 
remnditioning. and part remnditioning p s s .  The 
semnd one has only one inventory. such as sales, 
usage. and recyding 8 disposal. The mtrd of each 
inventory is based on the algorithm specified in a 
mrresponding una of the mtrd module. The p s s i n g  
is charaderized by the capaaty and the lead time. 

Arterial processes  
In each sirmlation time interval, the order to the sales 
process is generded acmrding to a given demand 
pattern. In response to this order. the sales p s s  
delivers produds to the usage process. and places an 
order to the produdion process. 
In the produdion process. produdion is executed 
acaxding to the order placed by the wtput inventwy. 
Parts to be assembled muld be both new mnufadured 
ones and reused ones. h i c h  are supplied by the part 
manufadure and the part remnditioning process 
respediveiy The ratio of the order of the new parts to 
that of the reuse parts can be specified in the mtrd 
algorithm for the input inventory. 
In the usage process. the usage histories of the produds 
and parts are updated depending on the period of their 
stay in the process. Termination of usage of p r d u d s  is 
determined by tw fadors: obsolescence of produds and 
failures of parts. It is assumed that failure of any part 
cause the termination of the produd usage. In each 
sirmlation time interval. the number of produds to be 
dismrded is mlculated based on the specified 
obsolescence rate fundions and failure rate fundions. 

Venous processes 
The discarded produds in the usage pocess  are sent to 
the repair process. the produd remmditkmiy process. 
the disassembly and part remnditioning process. or 
recyding and disposal process acaxding to the rules 
specified in the mtrd module. 
In the repair process. all the produds sent from the 
usage process are repaired and returned to the usage 
process except that a certain ratio of produds are sent to 
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